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Welcome! I’m so happy to share this powerful, yet simple tool to help you
awaken to your spiritual truth.
The Daily Infusions of Light is a conscious communication with your body
intelligence, quantum self, and universal wisdom.
Your body is your vehicle for awakening in this lifetime. There is no
embodiment of consciousness or expanded awareness without bringing it
through your Divine Vehicle (i.e. your physical and energetic systems) into
your current understanding and reality.
My work is all about waking up to the truth of who you are, accessing your
own innate wisdom while BEING fully present in the Now Moment. This
technique or daily practice will assist you to embody your Unique
Signature Frequency and Quantum Self.
Please note, these are not affirmations, but powerful commands/requests
for your body and energetic systems to utilize, integrate and interpret
Light as information, knowledge, and wisdom.
This is an active communication and is best done while fully awake.
Actually, I do this in the shower every morning. Find a space within your
day (not during your meditation), for example, while exercising or walking,
etc.
This process accelerates your physical transformation, at the adamantine
and subatomic levels into Living Light embodied into Physical Form.
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In the name of Divine Source and the Light that I AM, I call forth my
pristine Unique Signature Frequency of Light from across the universe, to
illuminate my body, igniting my Organic Source Code blueprints.
In this NOW moment I declare my sovereignty as a Divine Angelic Human,
activating my Eternal Lightbody encodements and anchoring them into my
physical and energetic bodies with ease and grace.
My conscious breath aligns me with Universal Love, igniting my own inner
hieros gamos union, bringing my energetics into perfect alignment,
balance and harmony.
With each breath I take, I connect, amplify, embody and anchor the
frequencies of Love, Joy, Abundance, Health, Wealth, Integrity and
Compassion.
I consciously connect to the new platform and magnetics anchoring upon
the planet and beyond, building the bridge for myself and humanity into
higher states of consciousness.
I stand Unwavering, fully connected to Source, as an Emissary of Light and
Love.
I radiate Love from the center of my heart out into the world, touching the
lives of everyone I come into contact with.
I AM Divine Love. I AM Divine Light. I AM Source Energy incarnate to raise
consciousness into a whole new state of BEING.
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